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Share your Emotions ! 

Let's Go for New Adventures !

We are pleased, the beginning of the season is very good, lots of fish for our 
fishermen with pure moments of madness that deserve more to be experienced than 
trying to transcribe on paper at the risk of sounding pretentious (no question for us to 
list every shot, some does it but it's not always pure truth). The Hawkins bench fate 
really off the beaten track, our organization and L'Oiseau des îles II  have been 
designed for this kind of trip exceptional and ensure your success. 

Warning ! It moves !
Regularly on Hawkins bench, we exceed the 300 fish caught per trip,

For their first came to Hawkins, the group EXO-Thonic Fishing has recorded 26 doggies 
(but not only) using jigging technic (some of them +/- 100lbs). So with this experience, 
his next visit promises to be explosive. While not exceptional in early summer, capturing 
the first black marlin of the season Rodrigues portends good fights with these pelagic 
(high season extends from December to April for blue marlin and black) ... Fans !

This season was also marked by a migration record of wahoo with numerous 
specimens from 70lbs to 90lbs more: Fighting fine line on jigging as they showed a taste 
for all that glitters in the water,
As for doggies that so many of you dream of capturing, I assure you they are present 
with periods of total frenzy where the bites never stop, provided it on good rock and 
present them with a suitable menu. Therefore, fighting in a surprise to some, but our 
fishermen wanting more and schedule to return for another round!

RODRIGUES, it is not only HAWKINS, fishing for the day around the island 
also offer superb fighting and it is not our Danish friends and Bulgarian friends that'll 
contradict us: sailfish, dorado, yellowfin,,, gave them a hard time,
On the other hand, I do not surprise those familiar with Rodrigues saying that it is an 
island where it's good to be : the scenery is gorgeous, the welcome is always warm and 
the security guarantee ( which is important).

To fish in Rodrigues is also enjoying a Lifestyle.
If you are looking for fishing partners to "share" the boat, contact us on 

contact@defidailleurs.com (2 places remaining to be filled on the end of 2012, several 
projects on 2013).

To live your dreams of fishing !
See you soon

Cyril and his crew 
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